man TSP1 increased synapse formation to a similar degree as ACM. These TSP1-induced synapses are ultrastructurally normal pre-and postsynaptically when compared to synapses in RGC cultures grown with an astrocyte feeding layer and contain all assayed preand postsynaptic structural proteins. TSP1 treatment does not affect total levels of synaptic proteins, indicating that TSP1 is affecting the localization of synaptic proteins to new synapses rather than inducing their ex-
Glial Control of Synaptogenesis
Though all communication between neurons occurs through synapses, we know surprisingly little about pression. TSP2, a closely related TSP family member, the mechanisms inducing their formation. In this iswas also found to induce synapse formation at levels sue of Cell, Barres and colleagues (Christopherson et  similar 
